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Introduction 1 2
To obtain an accurate skeleton kinematics from skin-based markers, the relative motion of 3 soft tissues with regards to the underlying bone (i.e. the soft tissue artefact, STA) has to be 4 compensated. Several methods minimizing STA have been developed (Leardini et al., 2005) . 5
Some methods address each segment separately by computing the optimal bone pose from a 6 marker cluster (Söderkvist and Wedin, 1993; Challis, 1995 , Cheze et al., 1995 , while global 7 optimization (GO) methods address the entire limb, or full body, by minimizing distances 8 between measured and model-determined marker positions (Lu and O'Connor, 1999) . GO 9 methods rely on the determination of a predefined kinematic model with specific joint 10 constraints. Therefore, GO results directly depend on the constraint choices. The aim of the current study is to develop a GO method that allows to easily implement 23 different sets of joint constraints, in order to assess their influence on the lower limb 24 kinematics during gait. Different sets of joint constraints were evaluated, corresponding todifferent kinematic models at the ankle, knee and hip joints: SSS, USS, PSS, SHS, SPS, UHS 1 and PPS (where S, U and H stand for spherical, universal and hinge joint and P for parallel 2 mechanism). For the parallel mechanism at the knee (Feikes et al., 2003) , the joint constraints are: 13 5  10  3  2   1  3  3  2  2  2  2   2  3  3  2  2  2  2   2  2  3  3  3  2  2   2  2  4  3  3  2  2   2  2  5  3  3  2 
Constraint influence 6
The hip kinematics was not much affected by ankle and knee constraint variations (Fig. 1 , 7 Table 1 ): all models provided similar patterns and amplitudes for the hip flexion-extension 8 and abduction-adduction, and the dispersion of the internal-external rotations remained low. 9
The knee flexion-extension curves did not vary across models: a single pattern could be 10 observed and the dispersion was low. The patterns of the abduction-adduction, internal-11 external rotation and displacement curves appeared to depend on the applied knee constraint 12 (Fig. 2) , but not on the ankle constraint. However, ankle constraints caused a dispersion of the 13 internal-external rotations (Table 1) . 14 The ankle flexion-extension curves showed a similar pattern for all models with a slight 15 dispersion (Fig. 3) . The ankle abduction-adduction, internal-external rotation and 16 displacement curves varied whenever the ankle or knee constraint was modified (Tables 1 and  17 2), except for the PPS and PSS models which provided similar rotation patterns and, for some 18 subjects, similar displacement patterns. 19
20
Comparison with in-vivo (intra-cortical pins) data from the literature 21
The hip kinematics reproduced typical patterns (the authors were not aware of any hip in-vivo 22 data). 23
The knee flexion-extension biphasic pattern (Lafortune et al., 1992; Benoit et al., 2006; 24 amplitude and internal rotation occurring twice during the stance phase (at heel strike and toe-1 off) was found when the model included a knee parallel mechanism. Furthermore, only the 2 knee parallel mechanism could reproduce the femoral rollback. 3
The ankle flexion-extension curves reproduced the typical 2-peak pattern (Reinschmidt et al., 4 1996; 1997 ). All models roughly produced an initial abduction followed by a slight adduction 5 during stance and internal-external rotations of limited amplitude, as observed in in-vivo 6 studies (Reinschmidt et al., 1996; 1997) . Besides, only the parallel mechanisms produced 7 joint displacements. In this study, a GO method was developed to implement different sets of joint constraints. 17
The segment definition, based on generalized coordinates (Dumas and Cheze, 2007) , allowed 18 to readily implement complex constraints. Besides, the classical segment and joint coordinate 19 systems could easily be deduced. 20
Results showed that the lower limb kinematics, except hip kinematics, knee and ankle 21 flexion-extension, significantly depend on the chosen set of constraints. An appropriate 22 choice, such as the parallel mechanisms, seemed to provide physiologic patterns (i.e., limited 23 abduction-adduction at the knee and femoral rollback). Furthermore, these mechanisms offer 24 the possibility of matching model geometry with MRI data (e.g., by customizing the femurcondyles centre and radius) and of adapting the model to pathologies (e.g., by suppressing a 1 ligament constraint). Thus, these mechanisms might be able to provide efficient subject-2 specific models for clinical applications. 3
A major limitation of this study is the lack of in-vivo data. The ability to reproduce inter-4 subject variability, which is an important criterion in the constraint choice, could not be 5 assessed and subject-by-subject validation could not be performed. Thus, further studies 6 enabling subject-by-subject comparisons would offer interesting perspectives. 
